Guaranteeing Quality-of-Service (QoS) of latency-sensitive applications while improving server utilization through application co-location is important yet challenging in modern datacenters. The key challenge is that when applications are co-located on a server, performance interference due to resource contention can be detrimental to the application QoS. Although prior work has proposed techniques to identify "safe" co-locations where application QoS is satisfied by predicting the performance interference on multicores, no such prediction technique on accelerators such as GPUs.
Introduction
Latency-sensitive applications (LS applications) running on Warehouse-Scale Computers have stringent Quality-ofService (QoS) requirements to provide the satisfactory user experience. To satisfy a QoS target, servers hosting LS applications are commonly over-provisioned and remain underutilized [7, 16, 34] . With accelerators gaining popularity in large-scale datacenters, similar over-provisioning is also applied to accelerators [19, 20, 43] . In addition, the diurnal user load pattern often leaves servers underutilized during the off-peak hours [8, 34] , which exacerbates the low utilization problem in datacenters. Co-locating multiple applications onto fewer hardware resources alleviates the low utilization problem [15, 33] . However, the contention on shared resources can cause severe performance interference, which is detrimental to meeting QoS targets [16, 31, 33] . Therefore, it is critical to improve resource utilization without violating the QoS target of LS applications.
A large body of prior work [14, 16, 32, 33, 46, 50, 53 ] focus on precise prediction of performance interference due to the shared resource contention on CPUs. Such QoS prediction is then used to identify "safe" co-locations where predicted interference to the LS application is within a safe margin. These "safe" co-locations can effectively improve server utilization while satisfying QoS targets. However, existing techniques only consider interference in the context of multicore CPUs, and are not applicable to non-preemptive accelerators such as GPUs. As shown in Figure 1 (a), prior work focuses on shared resources on multicores including shared caches, memory controller and simultaneous multi-threading (SMT). But, as shown in Figure 1 (b), for non-preemptive accelerators, performance interference originates from a different set of shared resources includingp rocessing elements (PEs), ≠ global memory bandwidth, and AE PCIe bandwidth. To achieve precise QoS prediction for these accelerators, it is necessary to design novel approaches to account for these new sources of contention.
Through real system investigation, we found that precisely predicting the QoS interference between co-located applications on non-preemptive accelerators is especially challenging due to the complex effects and interactions of several runtime factors affecting the contention behaviors. As shown in Figure 1 (b), when multiple applications submit tasks to the same accelerator, performance interference originates from the contention on PE, global memory bandwidth and PCIe bandwidth. The contention on PEs depends on the extent computational tasks overlap with each other. The overlapping in turn depends on several factors such as occupancy and the amount of computational resources. The effect of the overlapping is unknown as most accelerators use proprietary driver software for scheduling tasks. If multiple tasks run on different PEs concurrently, they access data from the shared global memory and contend for the limited global memory bandwidth. Concurrent data transfers generate contention on the PCIe bandwidth, which is determined by the type of data transfers (shared or exclusive) as well as the amount of overlapping transfers. Moreover, the complex interaction of interference on different resources further exacerbates the difficulty to precisely predict the QoS of LS applications. For instance, PCIe interference delays the start time of task execution, which in turn introduces variability into the overlapping proportion of concurrent task execution and eventually alters the contention characteristics.
These findings motivate our design for a new methodology, Prophet, to precisely predict the performance degradation for co-locations on non-preemptive accelerators. Prophet carefully models the performance interference on PEs, global memory bandwidth and PCIe bandwidth. The performance interference model for PEs considers several runtime factors such as occupancy and utilization of PEs to calculate the portion of the tasks capable for concurrent execution and predict the queuing delay due to resource contention. The global memory bandwidth interference model considers the bandwidth requirements of concurrent tasks and the number of PEs each task occupies to calculate task execution slowdown due to bandwidth contention. The PCIe performance interference model distinguishes different data transfer tasks and quantitatively identifies the potential bandwidth contention, especially when multiple data transfer tasks execute concurrently. To capture the contention interaction between the shared resources, Prophet uses a holistic approach combining interference models for PEs, global memory bandwidth and PCIe bandwidth to synthesize and forecast the execution trace of co-located applications. With the precise prediction of performance interference using the above approach, Prophet identifies the applications that can be safely co-located on accelerators to improve utilization while satisfying the QoS target of LS applications.
Specifically, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Investigating Performance Interference on Accelerators Comprehensively-The real system investigation studies the performance interference across several shared resources on accelerators and demonstrates that it is fundamentally different from CPUs. In addition, an indepth analysis is provided to understand the contention characteristics across different resources.
• Modeling Performance Interference across Various Resources -Novel interference models are proposed to predict the contention behaviors on PEs, global memory bandwidth and PCIe bandwidth. We consider the overlapping execution on the PEs as well as different types of data transfer tasks in our models to accurately estimate the amount of interference on individual resource.
• Predicting Performance Interference through Synthesizing the Co-located Execution -We present a synthesis approach that leverages all the interference models to model the compound effect of interference across multiple resources during the entire execution of the co-located applications. By synthesizing the execution traces, Prophet is able to precisely predict the performance degradation under co-location.
• Improving Accelerator Utilization -Based on the precise interference prediction from Prophet, we can steer the application scheduling on accelerators with "safe" co-locations that achieve utilization improvement without violating the QoS of LS applications.
Real System Investigation
In this section, we investigate the types of resource contention that lead to significant performance interference for co-located applications on accelerators using real systems. Specifically, we seek to answer the following questions:
• Will LS applications suffer from large performance degradation due to application co-locations on GPUs?
• If so, what are the root causes of the large interference?
• What are the key requirements for designing a mechanism to precisely predict such performance interference?
Experimental Setup
As prior work has shown that GPUs have become evermore important for future datacenter scaling [23, 43] , we use GPUs as our target accelerator in this work. Our LS applications include an emerging Intelligent Personal Assistant (IPA) application Sirius [20] and a Deep Neural Network (DNN) service DjiNN [19] . These applications are executed as resident services on the accelerator. There is a stringent QoS target for these applications. We use Rodinia [12] as batch applications. In our experiment, LS applications and batch applications submit tasks to the same accelerator concurrently. In order to investigate the impact of various interference on the performance degradation, we use both compute-intensive and PCIe-intensive applications in our investigation. More details of the experimental hardware and benchmarks are described in Section 7.1.
Task Execution Interference
The contention on PE and global memory bandwidth often causes task execution interference. We first investigate the impact of the interference on the performance of LS applications. For this experiment, we use compute-intensive corunners with negligible PCIe bandwidth requirements. Figure 2 presents the performance degradation of LS applications when they are co-located with compute-intensive batch applications. In this figure, the x-axis shows the colocation pairs while the y-axis presents the performance degradation of the LS application. For example, md under asr presents the performance degradation of the LS application asr when co-located with lavaMD. As shown in the figure, different batch applications cause varying amounts of performance degradation to the co-located LS applications, ranging from 1.1x to 17.5x. The performance degradation in this experiment is mainly due to the queuing delay at the PEs of the accelerator, and the global memory bandwidth contention between PEs.
Because existing commodity accelerators such as GPUs do not support task preemption between co-located applications to avoid the costly context switch overhead [39] , tasks from LS applications need to wait for all previously submitted tasks to complete before it can be executed. This queuing delay leads to large performance degradation when the co-located applications contend for PEs. Modern accelerators, such as Nvidia Kepler GPUs allow multiple tasks run on different PEs concurrently [1] . In this case, the concurrent tasks access data from global memory simultaneously and the contention may also degrade the performance of colocated applications. Figure 3 presents an example execution trace of computeintensive tasks on a Nvidia GPU. We can see that the tasks of LS application gmm are delayed significantly by the tasks of batch application md. Although part of the execution has concurrent tasks by utilizing Nvidia's Multi-Process Service (MPS) [1] , the queuing delay created by PE contention is not fully eliminated. Meanwhile, with MPS, gmm's tasks and md's tasks may run concurrently. In this case, the contention on the global memory bandwidth between concurrent tasks also contributes to the performance interference.
Data Transfer Interference
Besides the contention for PEs and global memory bandwidth, co-located applications also contend for the limited PCIe bandwidth when transferring data between the host and the accelerator. To investigate whether and how PCIe bandwidth contention affects the QoS of LS applications, we colocate PCIe-intensive applications, and present the performance degradation in Figure 4 . We observe that the contention on PCIe bandwidth also leads to significant performance degradation of LS applications.
When multiple applications transfer data through PCIe simultaneously and share bandwidth, the reduced bandwidth slows down the data transfer, resulting in large performance degradation. In addition, certain programming interfaces (e.g., CUDA [36] ) allow programmers to create data transfer tasks that fully occupy the PCIe bandwidth (e.g., memory copy tasks from/to pinned memory in CUDA), causing even more significant slowdown to other co-runners. As shown in Figure 4 , batch applications that use bandwidth-exclusive data transfer tasks (BE tasks) such as pf-ex and bfs-ex result in much larger performance degradation than the ones that use bandwidth-sharing data transfer tasks (BS tasks). Figure 5 presents the contention behaviors for PCIe bandwidth between latency-sensitive (stemmer) and batch (pf ) applications. In Figure 5 (a), both applications are using BS tasks. Although the performance of LS application degrades due to contention, both applications can transfer data concurrently. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 5 (b), pf-ex uses bandwidth-exclusive transfer, and causes much higher delay (2.7x) to stemmer compared to pf.
Challenges for Precise QoS Prediction on
Non-Preemptive Accelerators
Our real system investigation has shown that task execution interference and data transfer interference together result in significant performance degradation. However, precisely predicting the degradation is not trivial due to the complex interference behaviors on non-preemptive accelerators. Specifically, there are several key challenges to achieve precise prediction.
(1) Task execution interference varies due to the overlapped task execution -The amount of degradation depends on the overlapped/concurrent execution during runtime between co-located applications (PE contention). Long queuing delay occurs to the LS application if the tasks cannot run concurrently due to the large occupancy. Otherwise, when tasks run concurrently, the global memory bandwidth contention could increase the duration of concurrent tasks.
(2) Data transfer interference varies -There are two types of data transfer tasks on accelerators that lead to different PCIe contention behaviors. BS task allows sharing the PCIe bandwidth between co-located applications, however bandwidth-exclusive data transfer preempts all other data transfer until it completes. In order to predict the performance interference due to PCIe bandwidth contention, it is necessary to model the contention behaviors of different types of data transfer tasks.
(3) A holistic approach is required to model the complex interference behaviors -Contentions across multiple shared resources on accelerators exhibit complex interactions and collectively affect the actual performance degradation experienced by LS applications. Therefore, a holistic approach is required to capture the compound effects of contentions among multiple shared resources and model the interference behaviors.
Prophet Methodology
In this section, we present Prophet, which enables precise QoS prediction for co-locations on non-preemptive accelerators by considering contention for PEs, global memory bandwidth, and PCIe bandwidth.
Design Principals of Prophet
To address the challenges for precise QoS prediction, we design and implement Prophet based on three principals.
• Prophet should be able to predict when the co-located tasks can and cannot run concurrently, capture the queuing effect of non-overlapped execution due to PE contention, model the interference of overlapped execution due to global memory bandwidth contention.
• Prophet should be able to model interference behaviors between data transfer tasks and quantify the performance degradation due to PCIe bandwidth contention.
• Based on the precise QoS prediction, Prophet should be able to identify "safe" co-location pairs to steer application scheduling on accelerators, improving accelerator utilization without violating the QoS of LS applications. Figure 6 presents the overview of Prophet. Prophet takes real-system solo-run profiles of applications as input to predict the performance interference when these applications are co-located on the accelerator. Prophet is composed of four main components: schedule predictor, task queues, task execution model, and data transfer model. Solo-run profiles -Similar to previous work on QoS prediction for CMP and SMT [33, 50, 53] , Prophet profiles LS applications and batch applications separately. During profiling, each application runs alone and its execution profile is collected for interference prediction. The solo-run prevents the execution profile being interfered by other co-runners. We collect solo-run profiles of applications when they accept actual query requests, which have different inputs.
Prophet Overview
The profile includes task order and task duration of each application, profiled using Nvidia GPUs automatically (more details in Table 1 ). Prophet predicts the performance degradation when multiple applications are co-located by replaying and interleaving solo-run profiles of co-located applications. In addition, because hardware configurations such as the number of PEs and core frequency vary across 
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platforms, to achieve the most accurate prediction, Prophet collects solo-run trace on each hardware platform. That being said, techniques that predict cross-platform solo performance [49] can be leveraged by Prophet to further predict cross-platform co-run performance.
Schedule predictor and task queues -As illustrated in Figure 6 , Prophet has a schedule predictor that estimates how tasks (both computational and data transfer tasks) from co-located applications are scheduled on real hardware and when the task will complete. When the schedule predictor schedules a task for execution, the task is first pushed into the corresponding task queue. For tasks in the queues, the predictor then uses the task execution model and data transfer model to predict when each task will complete. This task completion information is used to update a ready time table to track the next ready tasks. The process is illustrated on the right side of Figure Once all the tasks in co-located application's solo-run profiles complete, Prophet reports the latency of LS applications in the presence of interference. More details of the predictor and the system are described in Section 6.
Task execution model and data transfer model -In Prophet, two key components that are critical for precise prediction are the task execution model and the data transfer model, which model task execution and data transfer behaviors on real accelerator hardware. To achieve precise prediction, these two models need to accurately reflect real hardware behaviors. In Prophet, we propose a concurrent task execution model to predict the actual task execution pattern in emerging non-preemptive accelerators. Both PE contention and global memory bandwidth contention are considered in this model. In the data transfer model, based on our real system investigation, we model two types of data transfer tasks (bandwidth-sharing and bandwidth-exclusive), which use PCIe bandwidth in different manners. Prophet adopts plug-and-play design so that programmers can develop their own models and plug them into Prophet if their accelerators use different task scheduling or data transfer techniques.
Task Execution Model
Task execution interference in accelerators is one key factor that results in the QoS violation of LS applications when co-located. While some accelerators still use the traditional sequential task execution model to schedule tasks, more and more emerging commodity accelerators, such as Nvidia Kepler GPUs, can already execute multiple independent tasks simultaneously using Concurrent Task Execution [1] to increase the hardware utilization. However, the design details of how these independent tasks are executed concurrently, including how the global memory bandwidth and PEs are shared between tasks, are kept as a black-box. In this section, we first provide a brief background of task execution on accelerators; then present the traditional sequential model and our novel model that precisely captures the concurrent task execution behaviors on commodity accelerators. Our task execution model allows Prophet to predict the completion time of a computational task.
Background of Task Execution on Accelerators
In popular accelerators such as GPUs, a large amount of parallel threads in a task are scheduled in the granularity of a warp (32 threads on Nvidia GPU [27] ). Threads in the same warp execute the same instruction but process different data sets. A PE can only execute warps in the same task.
Non-preemptive accelerators execute tasks in the firstcome-first-serve manner [9, 24] . When a task k is submitted to the accelerator, if the accelerator is free, the task will be executed immediately. However, if the accelerator is currently executing other tasks, k needs to wait for all the previous tasks complete if sequential task execution is adopted by the accelerator. On the other hand, if the accelerator schedules tasks using concurrent task execution, k may run earlier whenever there are free PEs available. In Figure 7 , we show the difference between sequential task execution and concurrent task execution.
Sequential Task Execution Model
As shown in Figure 7 (a), the end-to-end latency of a computational task consists of two parts: the queuing time and the actual execution time for sequential task execution [54] . When a task k of duration t run is submitted to the accelerator at time T , suppose there are still m tasks queued for the accelerator. Let t 1 , ..., t m represent the duration of the m tasks and t remain represent the remaining time of the task currently running on the accelerator. Because tasks are executed sequentially, the completion time of k (denoted by T k comp ) can be calculated using Equation 1 .
Note that, the actual execution time of a computational task when it is co-located with other applications equals to its execution time while it runs alone. This is because task k can use all the PEs it needs once it is executing, no matter whether it is co-located with other tasks. The performance degradation of k comes from the queuing time for the accelerator.
Concurrent Task Execution Model
In addition to sequential task execution, tasks can also be executed concurrently on accelerators with such support [1] (Figure 7(b) ). However, it is much more challenging to model concurrent task execution because the execution details, such as the kernel overlapping time and the PE assignment policy are kept as an industry secret and remains as a blackbox. In the concurrent task execution model, we consider both contention on PEs and contention on global memory bandwidth.
We made three observations during the investigation regarding the behaviors of concurrent tasks:
• Observation 1 -A task will use as many PEs (e.g., streaming multiprocessors in GPUs) as possible if it has enough warps.
• Observation 2 -Only when a task cannot fully utilize all the PEs, a queued task can start to use the free PEs. • Observation 3 -If there are PEs available, the queued tasks use these PEs in first-come-first-server manner.
Based on our real system investigation, we identify a set of hardware and task information that our concurrent task execution model uses to predict the completion time of each task. The task information can be automatically collected using a profiler such as nvprof [2] for Nvidia GPUs. Table 1 describes this task information used in our concurrent task execution model as parameters. In the table, the theoretical occupancy [37] of a task is the ratio of active warps to the maximum number of warps supported on a PE (streaming multiprocessor). The theoretical occupancy can be impacted by many factors, such as the amount of registers used by each thread, the amount of shared cache used by each warp, etc. Based on the information in the solo-run profiles, The theoretical occupancy of a task can be calculated as described in Nvidia's occupancy calculator [37] . In addition, to obtain the parameter "global memory bandwidth requirement per PE" bw for each task in Table 1 , we also profile each application alone with a small input data with which the application can only utilize a small number of PEs. The input is small enough so that the PEs do not saturate the global memory bandwidth. In this case, the parameter of a task can be calculated as the overall global memory bandwidth usage divided by the number of PEs the task used. We do not extract this parameter from actual profiles is because if the input data is large (the case of some actual queries), most PEs are active and they may contend for the global memory bandwidth, which results in the under-estimation of this parameter.
Based on aforementioned observations, Figure 8 illustrates the lifetime of several concurrent tasks. As shown here, task k 3 on a non-preemptive accelerator consists of three phases: waiting to arrive at the head of the task queue on the accelerator (t queuing ), waiting for free PEs at the head of task queue (t waiting ), and running on the PEs (t run ). The completion time of task k can be calculated by T submit + t queuing + t waiting + t run . In this equation, T submit and t queuing can be directly collected during solo run of the task, while t waiting and t run need to be predicted.
Calculating Task Start Time:
As presented in observation 2, when a task arrives the head of the queue, it can start to run only when there are free PEs. To model this behavior, for each active computational task, we calculate how many PEs it will use at different time when it is scheduled to run. Suppose the specification of task k is summarized in Table 1 . Each PE can execute N mw ⇥ Occu warps of k in a batch, and the optimal duration of each batch from task k when it runs alone and there is no global memory bandwidth contention, can be calculated as Equation 2.
In this equation, we assume different batches of warps in the same task take the same time to run on the accelerator because they execute the same instructions. Note that, for a task, its occupancy is roughly constant across different inputs. During k's execution, the concurrent task execution model checks how many PEs are available for a batch, and calculates the number of warps executed in that batch. If there are N f ree PEs available for a batch of warps in k, then the accelerator can complete N f ree ⇥ N mw ⇥ Occu warps in that batch. In addition, it is also possible that the warps of k cannot fully utilize the available N f ree PEs. In that case, k only occupies the needed PEs and leaves the rest for later tasks. For example, in Figure 8 , k 3 can only start to run when there are free PEs left by k 1 and k 2 (e.g., when k 2 starts its second batch of warps).
By keeping track of when PEs are available, N f ree , and the number of unprocessed warps in k, the start time of task k and the number of batches in k can be determined.
Calculating Task Complete Time:
When task k starts to run, we predict its duration and update the duration of all the active tasks by modeling global memory bandwidth contention. Global memory requests are served in First-Ready First-Come-First-Serve manner or its variations [51] . Therefore, concurrent tasks are slowed down by the same times when they contend for global memory bandwidth. Let Solo k represent the duration of a warp batch from task k when it runs alone as calculated in Equation 2. Suppose there are nb batches in task k as calculated in previous section. We iterate through every batch, and predict its actual duration.
For the j-th (1  j  nb) batch in task k, suppose k uses pe PEs in this batch, and n other tasks k 1 , ..., k n are still active and run on other PEs. For these active tasks, we further use pe 1 , ... pe n to represent the number of PEs they are using, and bw 1 , ..., bw n represent their global memory bandwidth requirement per PE respectively. Equation 3 predicts the actual duration of the j-th batch of k. In this equation, bw ⇥ pe is the global memory bandwidth required by task k, and Â n i=1 (bw i ⇥ pe i ) is the global memory bandwidth required by the other n active tasks. If bw ⇥ pe + Â n i=1 (bw i ⇥ pe i ) is larger than the effective hardware global memory bandwidth GB, the execution of the j-th batch is slowed down proportionally. Otherwise, the duration of the batch at co-location equals to its solo-run duration Solo k .
Finally, the completion time for task k, denoted by T k comp , can be calculated in Equation 4 . In the equation, T submit and T queuing are collected directly through profiling and t waiting is calculated by keeping track of when PEs are available.
It is worth noting that, executing task k may slow down other active tasks, and later tasks may also slow down k due to global memory bandwidth contention. Deduced from aforementioned observation 1 and 2, when k starts to run, all the previous active tasks are running in the their last batches, otherwise the warps of these tasks would take all the PEs and k cannot start. Therefore, when iterating through the batches of k to calculate its complete time, we update the complete time of all the active tasks as well. For task k i (1  i  n) that is active duration the j-th batch of task k, let t ol represent the overlap time of its last batch with the j-th batch of k. t ol can be calculated by subtracting the start time of the batch from T 
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Data Transfer Model
In addition to contention for PEs and global memory bandwidth, contention for PCIe bandwidth, which significantly impacts the data transfer speed, can also lead to significant performance degradation. In this section, we propose models to predict the duration of a data transfer task when it contends PCIe bandwidth with other data transfer tasks.
Background of Data Transfer Tasks
Our real system study shows that there are two types of data transfer between the host and the accelerator, bandwidth sharing data transfer task (BS task) and bandwidth exclusive data transfer task (BE task), to transfer data through the PCIe bus [10] . A BS task can run concurrently with other BS tasks and they share the PCIe bandwidth evenly. On the other hand, a BE task consumes all the PCIe bandwidth, and has a higher priority than BS tasks. For example, in CUDA for GPU, memory copy tasks from/to pageable memory are BS tasks and memory copy tasks from/to pinned memory are BE tasks. It is challenging to predict the duration of a data transfer task d directly when it is launched, because its duration can be affected by various factors including the number of active transfer tasks, the data transfer overlapping pattern, the type of each data transfer task, etc. Making prediction even more challenging, the data transfer tasks submitted after d will also impact d's duration. To solve this problem, our proposed model updates the duration of all active data transfer tasks whenever a new data transfer task is submitted. Figure 9 illustrates three scenarios of PCIe bandwidth contention that can happen when BS task and BE task co-exist. We have empirically verified these scenarios on our GPU platform using the profiler, which is also consistent with prior work's observation [10] . In Figure 9 (a), all the active data transfer tasks are BS tasks, sharing the bandwidth evenly. In Figure 9 (b), the newly submitted data transfer task d 4 is delayed until all previous BE data transfer tasks complete. In Figure 9 (c), the newly submitted task d 7 is BE and has a higher priority. In this case, it preempts the existing BS data transfer tasks. Figure 10 shows how PCIe bandwidth is shared among the concurrent data transfer tasks. Suppose when a new BS data transfer task d is submitted, there are still n BS data transfer tasks are active. If the PCIe bandwidth is high enough to support all the tasks to transfer data in full speed, their execution time is the same as their solo-run execution time. Otherwise, they need longer time to transfer data due to smaller bandwidth. In this case, let d 1 , ..., d n represent the n tasks in the ascending order of their expected complete time. When d is submitted, it is inserted into the data transfer tasks according to its original expected complete time (T submit + t run ), where T submit is the time when d is submitted and t run is d's duration when it runs alone. As shown in Figure 10 , because d shares the PCIe bandwidth with different number of data transfer tasks in different stages, the model needs to calculate the duration of each active data transfer task by segments. To this end, for all the active data transfer tasks, the transferring is divided into n segments based on the expected complete time of every active data transfer task, and the number of tasks that share the bandwidth in segment S i (denoted by N i ) can be calculated by Equation 6 .
Modeling Data Transfer over PCIe

Scenario 1: Share PCIe Bandwidth
Let OD i represent the time duration of segment S i before d is submitted. Note that, before d is submitted, the number of tasks sharing the bandwidth in segment S i (denoted by ON i ) is n i + 1.
In our model, all the BS data transfer tasks have the same priority and they share the PCIe bandwidth fairly. Therefore, the new duration of segment S i after d is submitted, denoted by D i , can be calculated by Equation 7.
Once the duration of each segment is known, the complete time of active task d i can be calculated by Equation 8 .
In our model, once a new BS data transfer task is submitted, the complete time of all the active data transfer tasks have to be updated because the newly submitted task affect the PCIe bandwidth that each task can use.
Scenario 2: Queued by BE Tasks
As illustrated in Figure 9 (b), if a data transfer task (no matter bandwidth-sharing or bandwidth-exclusive) finds that a BE data transfer task is transferring data, it cannot start to transfer data until all the previous BE data transfer tasks complete. For example, in Figure 9 (b), d 6 has to wait for d 5 's completion before it can transfer data; and d 4 has to wait for both d 5 and d 6 's completion before it can transfer data.
In this scenario, the actual time used by each task to transfer data is not changed. The performance degradation of data transferring is due to the queuing delay in this case.
Suppose there are n BE data transfer tasks are queued for PCIe bus usage when a new data transfer task d of duration t is submitted at T submit . Let t 1 , ..., t n represent the duration of the queued data transfer tasks, and let t remain represent the remaining time needed for the currently running data transfer task. Note that, in this scenario, the currently running data transfer task can only be a BE data transfer task, because the queued BE data transfer tasks can preempt the PCIe bandwidth otherwise (as shown in Figure 9(c) ). Equation 9 calculates the expected start time of d (denoted by T d start ).
Once d starts to run at T d start , if d is a BE data transfer task, then its complete time can be calculated as T d start + t. On the other hand, if d is a BS data transfer task, its end time can be calculated as described in previous section, because it could share PCIe bandwidth with other BS data transfer tasks.
Scenario 3: Preempt PCIe Bandwidth
As shown in Figure 9 (c), when a BE data transfer task is submitted at T submit , it is also possible that the active data transfer tasks are BS data transfer tasks. Because BE data transfer task has higher priority, it will pause all the BS data transfer tasks and start to transfer data immediately. For example, in Figure 9 In this case, the complete time of the newly submitted task can be calculated as T submit +t, where t is the data transfer time when the task runs alone. Meanwhile, the completion time of every on-going BS data transfer task is increased by t as well.
Putting It All Together
Prophet presents a holistic approach to predict and combine task execution interference and data transfer interference due to the PE contention, global memory bandwidth contention and PCIe bandwidth contention.
The design of Prophet is already presented on the right side of Figure 6 . Prophet simulates how real-system accelerators process concurrent tasks submitted by multiple applications. On a real-system accelerator, tasks in the same application are submitted and executed in a FIFO order. On the other hand, tasks in different applications can run concurrently on the accelerator if there are enough PEs, because there is no dependency between these tasks.
To schedule tasks in the same way as the real accelerator, the schedule predictor schedules tasks based on a ready time table that contains the ready time of the first un-executed task in each of the co-located applications. The task that has smaller ready time is submitted earlier to the predictor. When the prediction starts, every application is given an initial start time and stored in the ready time table. As illustrated in Figure 6 , the schedule predictor first checks the ready time table to decide where to obtain the next task. If the schedule predictor decides to obtain the next task from application P, then the first un-executed task k in P is pushed into the corresponding queue according to its task type (computational task, data transfer task from host to accelerator or data transfer task from accelerator to host). After that, [20] asr, gmm, stemmer Tonic Suite [19] dig, imc, ner, pos Rodinia [12] heartwall (hw), lavaMD (md), kmeans (kms), myocyte (mc), backprop (bp), bfs, pathfinder (pf), hotspot (hs), nn, bfs-ex, pathfinder-ex (pf-ex)
Prophet uses either task execution model or data transfer model to calculate when k completes. The complete time of k is used to update the ready time of next un-executed task from application P stored in the ready time table.
In addition to the ready time table, Prophet maintains execution information for all the active tasks. For computational tasks, the information includes when the task starts, the period that the task cannot fully utilize all the PEs, the number of PEs used in that period, the global memory bandwidth requirement per PE of the task. For active data transfer tasks, the transfer start time and the expected complete time are also tracked. This information is used by the task execution and data transfer models for predicting the complete time of later tasks. Once all the tasks complete, Prophet can report the latency of LS applications in the presence of interference.
Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of Prophet for predicting the performance degradation due to task execution interference and data transfer interference. In addition, we show the effectiveness of Prophet to guide application colocations, achieving high accelerator utilization without violating the QoS of LS applications.
Experimental Setup
We evaluate Prophet on Nvidia GPU K40. Hardware specification, software specification, and benchmarks are summarized in Table 2 . MPS [1] is used to enable concurrent task execution on GPU. We use workloads from Tonic Suite in DNN service DjiNN [19] and Sirius Suite in IPA application Sirius [20] as LS applications, and both compute-intensive and PCIe-intensive workloads from Rodinia [12] as batch applications. We implement two data transfer modes in the benchmarks. For example, bfs-ex and pf-ex use BE data transfer tasks to transfer data between CPU and GPU, while bfs and pf use BS data transfer tasks. The ratio of execution time for computation and PCIe data transfer of each workload is shown in Figure 11 . The LS applications gmm, asr, dig and imc are more compute-intensive, while pos, ner and stemmer are more PCIe-intensive.
In our evaluation, the performance degradation Deg of LS applications due to co-location and the prediction error Err for the degradation are defined in Equation 10 . In the equation, L solo and L colo are the latency of LS application when it runs alone, and when it is co-located with batch applications respectively.
Performance Interference Prediction
We report prediction accuracy for all the 7 ⇥ 11 = 77 combinations of the 7 LS applications and the 11 batch applications in this section. In the following figures, the x-axis shows the co-location pairs. For example, md under asr means LS application asr is co-located with batch application md.
Prediction for Compute-Intensive Co-locations
In this experiment, we evaluate the accuracy of Prophet when predicting performance degradation due to task execution interference caused by PE and global memory bandwidth contentions. We co-locate compute-intensive LS applications with compute-intensive batch applications. Figure 12 presents the resulting performance degradation for LS applications measured on the real system. In addition, we present the degradation predicted using Prophet as well as the sequential task execution model (described in Section 4.2, and used in I-Torque [41] ). The average performance degradation of LS applications due to PE and global memory bandwidth contentions is 4.0x and with the worst case being 17.5x (co-locating gmm and md). When using Prophet to predict the performance interference, the prediction error ranges from 0.6% to 10.9% with an average prediction error of 5.9%. On the contrary, the sequential task execution model's prediction error is up to 13100%. The main cause of the poor prediction accuracy of Figure 13 : Performance prediction accuracy for LS applications in PCIe-intensive co-location pairs. The average prediction error of Prophet is 5.1%.
sequential model is the lack of consideration of the concurrent task execution on real emerging non-preemptive accelerators. In a sequential model, a kernel cannot run until previous kernels complete, resulting in severe overestimation of latency-sensitive queries' latency especially if kernels of batch applications are long running but have low occupancy. Prophet exhibits much higher prediction accuracy due to its capability to capture the contention behaviors including the queuing effect, concurrent task execution, and global memory bandwidth sharing.
Prediction for PCIe-Intensive Co-locations
Similarly, we evaluate the accuracy of Prophet for predicting the performance degradation due to data transfer interference caused by PCIe bandwidth contention. To achieve this, we co-locate applications that exhibit intensive PCIe data transfers in this experiment. Because Bubble-Up [33] and Bubble-Flux [50] can precisely predict main memory bandwidth contention, as a baseline, we design and evaluate bubble-based prediction for PCIe bandwidth contention (denoted by "Bubble" in Figure 13 ). According to the design of Bubble-Up and Bubble-Flux, we implement PCIe bubble to be a micro-benchmark that keeps transfer data via PCIe bus and does not do any computation. The pressure on PCIe bandwidth is changed by adjusting the number of instances of the micro-benchmark.
As shown in Figure 13 , PCIe-intensive LS applications suffer from up to 21x performance degradation (co-locating pos and pf-ex) and 4.5x on average. For all the co-located applications, Prophet performs well in predicting the performance degradation, with the prediction error ranging from 0.01% to 9.8% and on average 5.1%. In particular, the average prediction error for Sirius and Tonic applications is 6% and 4.4% respectively. On the contrary, bubble-based approach performs much worse than Prophet, with the prediction error ranging from 3.9% to 90.5% and on average 50.8%. This is because memory bandwidth is shared in firstready first-come-first-serve manner on real systems [35] , but data transfers through PCIe bus have priorities. Bubblebased approach designed for memory bandwidth contention is not able to capture this complex data transfer behavior through PCIe bus. During the evaluation, we observe that although the BE data transfer tasks provide higher data transfer speed when running alone, the exclusive transfer may severely slow down other data transfer tasks, and result in severe performance degradation of LS applications. This is because BE data transfer tasks do not allow concurrent data transfer for co-located applications, while BS data transfer task does not have such restriction. Therefore, a long PCIe data transfer task from batch applications could significantly delay the data transfer task from LS application and cause severe QoS violation. This observation provides useful insight to bound the QoS of LS application under co-location. It is beneficial for LS applications to use bandwidth-exclusive PCIe data transfer for higher bandwidth. However, batch applications should always use bandwidth-sharing transfer since it reduces the likelihood to significantly delay the data transfer of LS applications under co-location.
Prediction for Low Contention Co-locations
In previous sections, we present results when both LS and batch applications contend for the same resource. To better understand the opportunity for utilization improvement without severely degrading the performance, we colocate applications with different contention points, in this case, compute-intensive LS applications with PCIe-intensive batch applications and vice versa. As shown in Figure 14 , the average performance degradation for these co-locations is 2.39x, which is smaller than degradation when applications suffer from serious interference due to the contention on the same shared resources (4.0x for task execution interference, 4.5x for data transfer interference). For most co-locations that are stressing on different resources, the performance degradation is smaller with an average of 1.8x degradation. For these co-locations, Prophet still maintains the similarly high prediction accuracy with the average prediction error of 5.5%. In particular, for Sirius and Tonic workloads, the average prediction error is 4.6% and 6.3% respectively.
As confirmed by this experiment, there is optimization space to steer the application co-location. Co-locating applications that are stressing on different resources alleviates the performance interference. Therefore, precise prediction of performance interference is critical to guarantee that application co-locations satisfy the QoS target while improving utilization. Figure 15 : The 95%-ile latency degradation for LS applications in all the 77 co-locations.
Prediction Accuracy for Tail Latency
Previous sections focus on predicting the average latency degradation, in this section, we evaluate the accuracy of Prophet for predicting the 95%-ile latency. Figure 15 shows the 95%-ile latency degradation of LS applications in all the 77 co-locations. The figure demonstrates that for most of the co-locations, Prophet is able to predict the tail latency accurately. The average prediction error of Prophet for 95%-ile latency is 13.5%. Note that this is slightly higher than the average latency prediction. This is because the tail latency is much more affected by the interference than the average latency. We measured up to 60x tail latency degradation due to interference. Thus a 13.5% prediction error can still accurately identify reasonable co-location scenarios. In Section 7.4, we show that the percentage of QoS violation in all the co-locations identified by Prophet is smaller than 7.8%.
Improving Utilization and Maintaining QoS
With Prophet's precise interference prediction for accelerators, we can enable "safe" co-locations in order to improve utilization without violating the QoS requirement. In this experiment, for each LS application, we set its QoS target to be under 2x of its solo latency and below 100 milliseconds [25, 40] . We use Prophet to predict how many instances of each batch application can be co-located with each LS application without violating the QoS. Our evaluation baseline disallows co-locations on accelerator, which is the stateof-the-art approach to bound QoS in modern WSCs without a precise QoS prediction mechanism. To enable concurrent task execution, we use MPS that supports up to 16 applications submitting tasks to GPU simultaneously. We could colocate 0 to 15 instances of batch applications on each GPU. From WSC perspective, compared to the actual hardware utilization, the achieved throughput for batch applications when they are safely co-located with latency-sensitive service is the ultimate performance optimization metric. Therefore, when Prophet predicts that k batch applications can be co-located with an LS application on the same accelerator without violating QoS target, the utilization improvement is calculated as k/15.
Improving Utilization - Figure 16 shows the utilization improvement when co-locating batch applications with each LS application guide by Prophet, and the actual measured oracle utilization improvement. There is a spectrum of achieved utilization improvement. The improvement is high especially when compute-intensive LS application is co-located with PCIe-intensive batch applications (e.g., colocating asr with pf) and vice versa. Prophet achieves up to 93.3% of the maximum utilization, because these applications use different shared resources and the contention is low. On the contrary, when the co-located applications contend for the same shared resources (e.g., pos with bfs-ex, and asr with hw), only a small number of batch applications can be co-located with LS applications due to the QoS requirement. The utilization improvement drops to 0 in the worst case, which means the co-location is not allowed. Benefiting from the precise interference prediction, Prophet increases the accelerator utilization by 49.9% on average, while the measured oracle utilization improvement is 51.8%.
Meeting QoS Target -To demonstrate the capability of Prophet in steering the application co-location while maintaining the QoS target, we co-locate applications on real GPU systems based on the co-location decisions predicted by Prophet. For each co-location, Figure 17 shows the average performance of the LS application normalized against its QoS target. We can find that only 7 out of the 77 colocation decisions (less than 9.1%) result in slight QoS violation, while the QoS violation ranges from 0.4% to 7.8%. For other co-locations, the QoS of LS applications is maintained with increased utilization.
Scale-out Study
Instead of improving the utilization of a single accelerator as in previous sections, this section shows how to choose co-locations to maximize the utilization of accelerators in a datacenter. In this experiment, we model a cluster composed of 700 Nvidia K40 GPUs and each 100 of them are running one of the seven LS applications in Sirius suite and Tonic suite. The batch workloads are composed of 11,000 applica- tion instances evenly selected from the 11 batch benchmarks shown in Table 2 . Figure 18 shows the accelerator utilization achieved by Prophet under various QoS policies. In the figure, the baseline does not allow accelerator co-location and the resulting utilization is low. Prophet significantly improves the accelerator utilization by co-locating batch applications with LS applications. For example, under 70% QoS policy (the QoS target's performance is 70% of solo performance), the accelerator utilization is increased to 80.15%. Figure 19 presents the percentage of co-locations that suffer from QoS violation when all PEs are fully utilized (left) vs. when co-locations are suggested by Prophet (right) under different QoS policies. The percentage of QoS violations is defined as the number of co-locations that suffer from QoS violation divided by the overall number of co-locations. For all QoS policies, the percentage of QoS violation is smaller than 7.8%. Note that for Prophet 95% and 80% QoS polices, 50% and 40% of the violations is under 2% QoS degradation, respectively. Even in the worst cases, the co-locations suggested by Prophet violate the QoS target less than 10%, compared to the naive full co-location case where more than 70% of the co-locations suffer more than 10% degradation. 
Related Work
Precise prediction for performance interference on CPUs has been identified as a key challenge in datacenters and is widely studied in prior work [28, 33, 46, 50, 53] . However, none of the prior work is applicable for non-preemptive accelerators such as GPUs because the key factors that cause performance interference among co-located applications are fundamentally different on GPUs from on CPUs. More specifically, the prior work focus on the resource contention on CPUs including contention for shared caches, memory bandwidth and function units for SMT cores. For instance, Bubble-Up [33] and Bubble-Flux [50] quantify an application's sensitivity to contention by co-locating the application with a set of cache-intensive micro-benchmarks with varying working set size. The measured sensitivity curve is then used to predict the potential performance degradation when the application is co-located with a co-runner. The only shared resource this work addresses is the shared cache and memory bandwidth. SMiTe [53] focuses on micro-architectural shared resources on SMT servers including memory ports and functional units, and relies on regression to achieve precise performance prediction. These techniques would fail on accelerators because
• they neglect key performance factors on non-preemptive accelerators: queuing delay for PEs, global memory bandwidth contention and PCIe bandwidth contention.
• they neglect the complex interaction of interference on different shared resources.
• PCIe bandwidth contention is significantly different from well-studied main memory bandwidth contention.
Another related research direction aims at increasing accelerator utilization through hardware sharing [3, 13, 38, 39, 45, 48] . Prior work in this direction mainly focuses on designing novel kernel/warp schedulers, and they are not able to predict performance interference caused by sharing accelerators. Several techniques [4, 18, 29] including TimeGraph [26] and GPUSync [17] , are proposed to improve the performance of realtime tasks (e.g., frame rate for video processing) using fine-grained kernel scheduling when they are co-located with low priority applications. They make sure that sufficient resources are assigned to realtime tasks in the long term but cannot guarantee QoS [29] . Baymax [13] does not perform QoS prediction and cannot be used in selecting co-runners. As such, this technique can only be applied after co-schedules are decided. The only work that predicts interference on GPUs, I-Torque [41] , assumes sequential kernel execution and considers neither global memory bandwidth contention nor PCIe bandwidth contention. We implemented and evaluated the sequential model, and experimental results show that its prediction error is much worse than Prophet for emerging commodity GPUs.
Beyond interference prediction and kernel scheduling, a large amount of techniques are proposed to improve application performance on accelerators in general [5, 6, 11, 30, 42, 44, 47] , and to model GPU performance/energy [21, 22, 52] . However, most of the existing GPU modeling work focuses on modeling the performance of a single program on a specific GPU and is not able to be used to identify the "safe" co-locations. Prophet instead focuses on providing satisfactory QoS for LS applications while improving accelerator utilization.
As a summary, Table 3 compares Prophet with prior GPU sharing techniques and interference prediction techniques.
Conclusion
We present Prophet, a methodology to precisely predict the performance interference for application co-location on nonpreemptive accelerators. With the precise interference prediction from Prophet, "safe" co-location pairs are identified to improve the utilization of accelerators without violating the QoS of latency-sensitive applications. Through evaluating Prophet with emerging latency-sensitive applications, we demonstrate the accuracy of Prophet in predicting the performance interference due to resource contention on processing elements, global memory bandwidth and PCIe bandwidth. The average prediction error of Prophet is 5.47% across pairwise co-locations. Based on the precise QoS prediction, Prophet improves the non-preemptive accelerator utilization by 49.9% on average through co-locations while maintaining the QoS of latency-sensitive applications.
